Abstract. The development of formal methods for control design is an important challenge with potential applications in a wide range of safetycritical cyber-physical systems. Focusing on switched dynamical systems, we propose a new abstraction, based on time-varying regions of invariance (the control funnels), that models behaviors of systems as timed automata. The main advantage of this method is that it allows automated verification of formal specifications and reactive controller synthesis without discretizing the evolution of the state of the system. Efficient constructions are possible in the case of linear dynamics. We demonstrate the potential of our approach with two examples.
Introduction
Verification and synthesis are notoriously difficult for hybrid dynamical systems, i.e. systems that allow abrupt changes in continuous dynamics. For instance, reachability is already undecidable for 2-dimensional piecewise-affine maps [14] , or for 3-dimensional dynamical systems with piecewise-constant derivatives [2] .
To enable automated logical reasoning on switched dynamical systems, most methods tend to entirely discretize the dynamics, for example by approximating the behavior of the system with a finite-state machine. Alternatively, early work pointed out links between hybrid and timed systems [20] , and several methods have been designed to create formal abstractions of dynamical systems that do not rely on a discretization of time. In [11], a finite maneuver automaton is constructed from a library of motion primitives, and motion plans correspond to timed words. In [12, 16] , switched controller synthesis and stochastic optimal control are realized via metric temporal logic (MTL) or metric-interval temporal logic (MITL) specifications. In [19, 22] , grid-based abstractions and timed automata are used for motion planning or to check timed properties of dynamical systems. In [24] , a subdivision of the state space created from sublevel sets of Lyapunov functions leads to an abstraction of dynamical systems by timed This work has been partly supported by ERC Starting grant EQualIS (FP7-308087) and by European FET project Cassting (FP7-601148). automata that enables verification and falsification of safety properties. The same kind of abstraction is used in [23] for controller design via timed games, but the update map of the timed games obtained is such that synthesis cannot be realized using existing tools. In [8] , the state space of each mode of a piecewiseaffine hybrid system is portioned into polytopes, and thanks to control laws that prevent the system from exiting through a given facet, or that force the system to exit through a facet in finite time, reactive control problems can be solved as timed games on timed automata.
Our contribution is a novel timed-automata abstraction of switched dynamical systems based on a particular kind of time-varying regions of invariance: control funnels. Recent results have shown that these invariants are very useful for robust motion planning and control [17, 18, 26] , and that funnels or similar concepts related to the notion of Lyapunov stability can be used for formal verification of hybrid systems [10, 13] , and for reactive controller synthesis [9] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2, describes how control funnels, especially for trajectory tracking controllers, can be used to create timed transition systems that abstract the behavior of a given switched dynamical system, and as a result can potentially allow the use of verification tools for motion planning. In Section 3, we show how these timed transition systems can be encoded as timed automata. In Section 4, we consider the case of linear dynamics and introduce the notion of fixed size LQR funnel. In Section 5, we present two examples of application and efficient algorithms that manipulate these LQR funnels. In the first one, a timed game is solved by the tool Uppaal-Tiga [5] for the synthesis of a controller that can reactively adjust the phase of a sine wave controlled in acceleration. In the second example, we show that, using our timed-automata abstraction with LQR funnels along constant velocity trajectories, a non-trivial solution to a pick-and-place problem can be computed by the model checker Uppaal [6] . Section 6 concludes and presents avenues for future work.
Graphs of Control Funnels

Control Funnels
Consider a controlled dynamical system governed by the following equation: 
